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The phenomenon of pregnancy before marriage has been recently something 

common in a society because it gets more increasing day to day, mainly in Mojorejo 

village in Batu, where it reachs 60% of women that experiences it. 

In this research, there are two significant things to study, which are the factor 

or causes of marriage delay for pregnant woman and how this will be considered and 

seen from Sadd al-dzari’ah. 

This research constitutes field research, so that the researcher directly 

participated in the object area in order to dig lots of information from the reserach 

objects, such as moslem leader (modin), members of religion affairs institution 

(KUA), pregnant women who delay their marriages, and midwives. 

The result of the research shows that the factor that influence people and modin 

agreed and compromised to do policy of marriage delay for pregnant women in 

Mojorejo village Junrejo Batu is the abundance of pregnant teenagers in that village. 

Besides, Mojorejo is a village that is located in Batu, which is well-known as a 

tourism place, consequently; many cottages or villas were established there that 

finally became potential places for  free sex. Whereas, Sadd al Dzariah method 

suggest to stop every access and way  of immoral things or attitudes to maintain 

benefit or good things. If pregnant women are allowed to get married, so it would 

emerge a very bad chaos in society. This will affect the number of phenomena of 

pregnancy before marriage get increasing. So, the existance of marriage delay for 

pregnant women becomes a solution to minimize pregnancy before marriage 

incident, whic is in line with Sadd al-Dzarī’ah method. By the policy of marriage 

delay, the one will alert for free sex so good beneficence for all people will be 

achieved. It is proved by the number of pregnancy before marrige gets descreasing 

since the policy was applied in February, from 4 couples who got marriage for being 

pregnancy decreased into one couple only. 


